COMPACT HOMOGENEOUS ALMOST COMPLEX SPACES
OF POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC(*)
BY

ROBERT HERMANN(»)
1. Introduction. H. C. Wang has classified the compact simply connected
homogeneous spac.es of positive Euler-Poincare
characteristic
admitting a
homogeneous
complex analytic structure
[12]: they are quotients of the
semi-simple compact connected Lie groups by subgroups which are centralizers
of toral subgroups, and are even homeomorphic
to algebraic varieties [8].
We investigate manifolds of this class admitting a homogeneous almost complex structure and find that this classification is in general true, with some
of the homogeneous spaces of the compact simple exceptional Lie groups
appearing as exceptions. For example, the six sphere is the only sphere of
dimension greater than two admitting a homogeneous almost complex structure, as well as the only sphere admitting an exceptional group as a transitive
group of motions [l ].
Unfortunately,
we must define a homogeneous almost complex structure
on a manifold as one admitting a transitive Lie group of automorphisms,
since
it is not known if the group of automorphisms
of an almost complex manifold,
even if compact, must be a Lie group. The main result is then:
Theorem.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, L a connected closed
subgroup containing a maximal torus of G and such that the coset space G/L
admits an almost complex structure invariant under G. G/L is then isomorphic
to a product of quotients of simple compact'connected Lie groups which admit
invariant almost complex structures. If then G is simple and L is semi-simple,
G/L

must

be one of nine

spaces,

with G an exceptional

group,

whose structure

is given more explicitly below. If G is simple and L is not semisimple,
centralizer in G of a toral subgroup of G in all but three cases.

L is the

While H. C. Wang developed algebraic methods to deal with his problem,
here the question is reduced to known facts. In particular we lean heavily on
the determination
of the maximal subgroups of maximal rank of the compact
simple Lie groups done by A. Borel and J. de Siebenthal
[3].
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2. Notations

and differential-geometric

preliminaries.

Let V be a dif-

ferentiable manifold. (The differentiability
class of all manifolds, groups of
homeomorphisms,
tensor fields, etc. will be understood to be C°°.) If xEV,
let T(x) denote the tangent space to V at x, defined as in [5, Chap. 3]. Let
Tp(x) he the vector space of ^-covariant,
g-contravariant
tensors on T(x).
Let Tp(V) = U*gF Tl(x). TP(V) can be given a topology in such a way as to
be a C differentiable fiber bundle with structural group GL(n, R) and base V,
the bundle of (p, q) tensors over V [ll]. T(V) = To(V) is of course called the
tangent bundle oi V. Cross-sections of the bundle TP(V) are called tensor fields

of type (p, q). Let AP(V) be the sub-bundle of T°(V) formed of all skew-symmetric

tensors.

The cross-sections

of AP(V) are p-differential

denoted by T(AP(V)), with T(A0(V)) interpreted
functions

on V. The properties

T(T(V))®RT(T(V))^>T(T(V))

of the Poisson

"bracket"

and

differentiation

exterior

forms on V,

as the set of C°°real valued
operation

[ , ]:

d:T(Ap(V))

—rT(Ap+i(V)) are well known. The elements of T{(x) can be interpreted
as
endomorphisms
of T(x) and an hET(T{(V))
therefore defines at each point
xE V an endomorphism
hx of T(x).
The complex tangent space at x, CT(x), is constructed
by extending the
field of scalars from R to C, i.e. CT(x) = T(x) ®rC. The corresponding bundles
of complex tensors are denoted by CT(V), CTl(V) and CAP(V). The operation of complex conjugation ~'.C-^C, extends to CTp(x), and Tp(x) can be
identified with the real elements of CTP(x), i.e. those invariant by conjugation. The operations [ , ] and d also extend to real operations, i.e. map real

tensor fields into real tensor fields.
Let G be a connected Lie group. ®, the Lie algebra of G, will be defined
as the i?-vector space of left invariant vector fields on G. Ad G will denote the
adjoint representation
of G in ® [5]. Let Fbe a manifold on which G operates
as a transitive group of homeomorphisms.
If xE V, let Z be the subgroup of
G leaving x fixed, called the isotropy group at x. V can be identified with the
coset space G/L. L is said to be reductive in G il there is a subspace 3Jc of ®

such that ® = ?e2Jc and Ad Z(2Jc)C9fl- We will outline the method of reducing the differential

geometric

structure

of G/L to algebraic

properties

of the

Lie algebra of G given essentially by K. Nomizu [9, p. 41 ]: Since Ad Z leaves
2 invariant,
there is induced a representation
of Z into the vector space
®/8, to be denoted by Ad g/lL. Let x be a point of the coset space G/L. L
induces a group of linear transformations
on T(x), called the linear isotropy group at x, and there is a natural isomorphism between T(x) and ®/8
such that Z acting on T(x) corresponds to Ad g/lL. A tensor field on G/L
invariant by G gives rise to a tensor on ®/8 invariant by Ad<;/z,Z, and conversely.
All that we have said in the last paragraph

has its obvious analogue

for the
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complex tangent space, e.g. CT(x) is isomorphic to C®G/L = C®/C2, etc.
3. Almost complex structures. We follow C. Ehresmann's definition [6]
of an almost complex structure alternately in real or complex terms.
Definition
3.1. ^4ra almost complex structure on a manifold V is defined by
an hE?(Tx(V))
such that hx o hx = — (identity) for each x£ F.
Definition
3.1'. An almost complex structure on a manifold Vis defined by
a splitting of CT(V) as the Whitney sum of two complex vector bundles T0'l(V)

er''°(F)

such that
Tx-°(x) = F0'1*

for each xEV.
This decomposition of CT(V) defines a decomposition of CAP into "types,"
CAP(V)= Yr+>-pAr,a(V), such that ~AT,t(V)=A,,T(V), familiar in the theory

of Kahler manifolds [13].
Recall that a Riemannian metric on V is defined by a qET(T%(V)) such
that the induced bilinear form qx on T(x) is positive definite and symmetric
for each x£ V. If h defines an almost complex structure on V, an Hermitian
metric is defined by a Riemannian metric q satisfying the additional require-

ment: qx(t, hx(t)) =0 for all tET(x),

xEV.

The two-form wx defined by (s, t)^>qx(s, hx(t)) for each s, tET(x)
is then
skew-symmetric
and defines a two-differential
form on V, called the fundamental form of the Hermitian metric. The Hermitian metric is said to define a
Kahler metric if the fundamental
form w is closed, i.e. dw = 0. In this case,

w*, for 1 <&<complex

dim. of V, cannot be a derived form if V is compact

[13].
An almost complex structure on a manifold V is said to be homogeneous
if there is a transitive Lie group G of automorphisms.
G is said to leave the
almost complex structure invariant. From the discussion above, we see that
an invariant almost complex structure on a homogeneous space G/L, G a
connected

Lie group,

is defined

(1) Adg/LL commutes

a decomposition

by an endomorphism

h: ®/S—>©/8

with h and (2) h2= —(identity),

C®/C2 = SWi.0®Wlo,isuch that

such

or, alternatively,

(1) 2Jc\>,i
= 9Ki,o and

that

by

(2)

Ada/LLWo.dEWlo.i.
Given a manifold V, A. Borel and J.-P. Serre have proven that a field of
endomorphisms
x—>hx of T(V) such that hx has no real eigenvalues defines
an almost complex structure on V in a canonical way [2, p. 436]. Similarly,
one proves the following

Lemma 3.1. Let G be a connected Lie group, L be a closed subgroup. An
endomorphism h: ©/?—>®/8 such that (1) h commutes with Adg/lL and (2) h
has no real eigenvalues, defines in a canonical way an invariant almost complex
structure

on G/L.

Lemma 3.2. Let G be a connected Lie group, L be th.<>centralizer in G of an
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Tof G. Then G/L admits an in-

Proof. In the first case, Ad<?/Lg has no real eigenvalues and commutes
with Adc/zZ, by the definition of Z. In the second case, choose an element
gET such that the powers of g2 are everywhere
dense in T. Again AdG/Lg
has no real eigenvalues and so leads to an invariant almost complex structure

on G/L, by Lemma 3.1.
We now briefly discuss the idea of an almost complex analytic function
on an almost complex manifold, generalizing
the classical idea of complex

analytic function

[14].

Definition
3.2. Let V be an almost complex manifold, U be an open set of
V. A complex-valued C°°function f on U is said to be an almost complex analytic

function if dfEA\,0(y) at each yE U.
The necessary and sufficient condition that a given almost complex structure on a manifold V of (real) dimension 2m be derivable from a complex
analytic structure on V is that, for each xEV, there exist n almost complex
analytic functions /■., ■ • • , /» defined in a neighborhood
of x such that the
co-vectors dfi, ■ ■ ■ , dfn at x span Ai,0(x). The functions/i,
■•-,/«
are then
taken as a base for the complex analytic functions about x, to define a complex
manifold in the classical sense [14].
At the other extreme to the complex analytic manifolds stand those almost complex manifolds which admit locally no almost complex functions.
For example, C. Ehresmann has proved that the six-sphere, with the almost
complex structure
derived from the Cayley numbers, admits no functions

(unpublished).
Theorem

3.1. Let G be a connected

Lie group,

L a closed subgroup

such that

the linear isotropy group of G/L is irreducible and suppose that G/L admits an
invariant almost complex structure. Then, either there are locally no almost complex analytic functions or the almost complex structure derives from a complex
analytic structure.

Proof. Suppose the dimension of G/L is 2m. Given xEG/L,
it suffices to
prove that there are either no nonconstant
almost complex functions defined
locally about x or n functionally
independent
ones, since functions about x
can be transported by operations of G to any other point of G/L. If/ is such
a function, and f„ denotes the transform of/ by the transformation
induced
by gEL, note that the subspace of Ai,o(x) spanned by all covectors of the form
df0, ior all gEL, is invariant by the linear isotropy group at x (if Z is identified with the isotropy group at x), hence must equal Alj0(x), implying that
there are n functionally
independent
almost complex analytic functions de-

fined about x.
Remark.
the compact

To see how this applies to the six-sphere, it is well known that
simple Lie group G2 acts on So, with isotropy group SU(3). Since
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56can admit no field of ^-planes, 0<&<6
[ll, p. 144], one sees that the linear
isotropy group is irreducible.
The center of SU(3) is Z3, the cyclic group of
order 3, and it follows from the results of Borel and de Siebenthal
[3] that
SU(3) is the centralizer of its own center in G2, and then, by Lemma 3.2,
G2/SU(3) admits an invariant almost complex structure. This structure cannot derive from a complex analytic structure,
by the results of H. C. Wang
[12], hence by Theorem 3.1, there are no almost complex analytic functions.
This group-theoretical
proof of the existence of an almost complex structure on ^6 will later be generalized to apply to certain of the other quotients
of the compact simple exceptional Lie groups by nonsymmetric maximal subgroups of maximal rank. In all, there are six such spaces that share with Se
the property of having irreducible linear isotropy groups.

4. Symmetric

subgroups.

Definition
4.1. Let G be a connected Lie group, L be a closed subgroup. L
is said to be a symmetric subgroup of G if there is an automorphism
S of ® such

that

(1) 2 is the set of elements of ® left fixed by S, and
(2) S2 = identity.
In this case the homogeneous space G/L is said to be symmetric [4; 9].
We say that a subgroup L of a Lie group G is maximal in G if 2 is a maximal subalgebra of ©. E. Cartan has proved [4, p. 52 ] that, if G is a connected
Lie group and L is a compact symmetric subgroup, the linear isotropy group
of G/L is irreducible, and hence in particular L is a maximal subgroup of G.
The following result is due to A. Borel.
Proposition
4.1. Let G be a connected Lie group, L be a compact symmetric
subgroup. If G/L admits an invariant almost complex structure, it admits an
invariant Kahler metric.
Proof. If h: ®/2—>©/# defines an invariant
G/L,

we construct

a positive

q(t, h(t)) =0 for tE®/2

definite

quadratic

and (2) q is invariant

almost complex structure

on

form q on ©/£

(1)

such

that

by AdG/iX. It is clear that a

form q exists satisfying
(1). The usual trick of integrating
this form over L
using the Haar measure on L gives a form satisfying
(1) and (2).
This form defines an invariant
Hermitian
metric on G/L. The fundamental two-form of this Hermitian metric is invariant by G, hence its exterior
derivative
is zero [9, p. 54], hence the metric is a Kahler metric.

Proposition
4.2. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group, L be a
symmetric subgroup. Then G/L admits an invariant almost complex structure if
and only if L is not semi-simple.

Proof. The necessity is clear, since the second Betti number of G/L is
zero if and only if L is semi-simple.
Conversely, suppose that L is not semisimple. As we have remarked, L is maximal in G. Since center L contains a
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and Lemma

3.2 ap-

plies.
5. Homogeneous almost complex structures on compact simply connected
spaces of positive Euler-Poincare characteristic. Recall that the quotient of
a compact connected Lie group G by a closed subgroup Z is of positive EulerPoincare characteristic
if and only if Z contains a maximal torus of G. All
maximal toral subgroups of G are conjugate. The following lemma is well
known, and reduces the study of compact simply connected homogeneous
spaces of positive characteristic
to the product of irreducible spaces, i.e.
quotients of the compact simple Lie groups by subgroups of maximal rank.
Lemma 5.1. If G is a compact connected Lie group and is the direct product
of invariant subgroups G' and G", and Lis a subgroup of G containing a maximal

t

orus of G, then L is the direct product of G'C\L and G"C\L [3, p. 210].

We summarize some of the facts about the structure of subgroups of
maximal rank of the compact connected simple groups proved by A. Borel and

J. de Siebenthal [3] that we will need.
5.2. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group, L a connected subgroup
of maximal rank, i.e. L contains a maximal torus of G. L is then centralizer in
G of its own center. The maximal subgroups of maximal rank are centralizers in
G of elements of finite prime order, and indeed, if G is a classical group, of elements of order two. There are only a finite number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of maximal rank of G. If G is an exceptional group, a maximal subgroup
of maximal rank is symmetric if its Lie algebra is isomorphic to that of a symmetric subgroup of G. The structures possible for ®/2 if L is a maximal nonsymmetric subgroup of maximal rank are: G2/A2, FJ(A2)2, Eo/(A2)3, E-,/A2

XAb, E8/As or A2XEe or AiXAt.
The last two statements
are not quite proved in [3], but one has simply
to verify in each case listed in [3, p. 220] that is isomorphic to a symmetric
subgroup that there is an element of order two in its center.
The following theorem shows that the question of the existence of an invariant almost complex structure on a homogeneous space G/L, G compact
connected, Z a subgroup of maximal rank can be reduced to the case where G
is simple and Z a maximal subgroup.

Proposition
5.3. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, L be a connected
subgroup containing a maximal torus of G, contained in a chain of subgroups

ZCZ'C

• • • ELmEG, with L a maximal subgroup of L', • ■ ■,Lm a maximal

subgroup of G. If G/L admits an invariant

almost complex structure, so does

L'/L.
The proof is by induction on m. Let T be a maximal torus of G contained
in Z. Choose an element gET such that Zm is the centralizer
of g in G, in
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a subspace

9J2 of © such

that
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® = 8m©Af,

Ad T,m(9tt)C9fl.and a subspace 91of 8™such that 2m= 2®<>n,
Ad 7,(9?)C9L
An almost complex structure

on G/L is defined by an endomorphism

h of

9c89Jcsuch that (1) h2= -(identity) and (2) Ad L o h=h o Ad L.
We assert that h leaves 91 invariant, and so induces an almost complex
structure on Lm/L, to complete the proof by induction. For, if n£9c, Ad g(n)

= n. Since gEL, Ad go h = ho Ad g, and h(n) is left fixed by Ad g and so
must belong to 9t.
Corollary
5.4. If G is a direct product of G' and G", any invariant almost
complex structure on G/L is isomorphic to the product of invariant almost complex

structures on G'/GT\L and G"/G"C\L.
The question of the existence of an invariant almost complex structure
L is a maximal subgroup can be settled immediately.

if

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a compact connected simple group, L be a maximal
connected semi-simple subgroup of maximal rank. G/L admits an invariant
almost complex structure if and only if L is not a symmetric subgroup of G.
Proof. Suppose L is not a symmetric subgroup of G. Center 7,/center G
cannot contain an element of even order, hence by 5.2 must contain an element of odd order. By Lemma 3.2, G/L must admit an invariant almost complex structure. The converse now follows from Proposition 4.2.
We can now state as a consequence
of what has been proved the generalization of Wang's theorem that a compact simply connected space of
positive characteristic
and zero second Betti number can admit no homogeneous complex analytic structure.

Theorem 5.2. Let G be a connected compact Lie group, L be a connected
semi-simple subgroup of maximal rank such that L is contained as a symmetric
subgroup in a connected subgroup of G. Then, G/L admits no invariant almost
complex structure. This condition is always verified if G is a classical group.
We must now deal with the cases that escape Theorem

5.2.

Lemma 5.5. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group, L be a connected
subgroup of maximal rank such that L contains an exceptional Lie algebra as
ideal. Then, L is a maximal subgroup of G, with an exception of ® = E%,

2=AiXE«XTi

or EtXT2.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of G/L. If L is not
maximal in G, LEMEG,
with M a subgroup of maximal rank of G such
that L is maximal in M. Since from the table [3, p. 220], the classical groups
can contain no subgroups of maximal rank whose Lie algebras contain exceptional ideals, 9JJ must contain an exceptional algebra as ideal and, by induction hypothesis,
we can assume that M is maximal in G or that M has the
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structure
Z6XZ2 or AiXE^XTu
Since £6 has only classical groups as maximal subgroups of maximal rank, ? = 9)c in all cases but W=AiXE7.
This
possibility leads to 2 = AiXEoXTi
or E6XT2, which are our allowed exceptions.

Theorem
5.3. Suppose G/L is a homogeneous space admitting an invariant
almost complex structure with G and L compact, connected Lie groups and with
G simple. Then, if L is semi-simple, it is a maximal nonsymmetric subgroup of
G, whose structure is described in 5.2, with exceptions for ® = E8, 2 = AiXA2
XA$ or (A2y. If 2 is not semi-simple, then L is the centralizer in Gof a toral sub-

group of G, with the exceptions: ® = E7, 2 = (A2)3XTU ® = ES, 2 = AiX(A2)3
XZi, or 2 = (A2)3XT2. Further, there are homogeneous spaces having these
structures and admitting invariant almost complex structures.
Proof. First, suppose Z semi-simple. If Z is not maximal in G, LEMEG,
with Z maximal in M. M must be semi-simple and M/L admits an invariant
almost complex structure by Proposition 5.3. W contains then an exceptional
Lie algebra as ideal, and M is maximal in G, by Lemma 5.5. The only possibilities of structure
for ® and 2Jc are now: ® = ES, y)l = A2XEs or AXXE7

and 2 must be then AiXA2XA6

or (A2)4.

Now suppose 2 non-semi-simple,
and let T be the connected component
of the identity of the center of Z. T is then a toral subgroup of G. Let if be
the centralizer of T in G. K is connected. If Zj^if, let AI be a subgroup of Tf
such that Z is maximal in M. M/L admits then an invariant almost complex
structure,
the connected
component
of the center of M is T. Putting
ilf'

= M/T and L'=L/T,
invariant

almost

M/L is isomorphic to M'/L',

complex structure.

W contains

which admits then an

then an exceptional

as ideal and Lemma 5.5 applies: ® = E7, W = EtXTi,

algebra

® = ES, 3Jl = AiXE6

XTi or E6XT2. Determining
the structure
of 2' from the first part of this
proof, we see that 2 must have struture
(A2)3XTU AiX(A2)3XTi
or (A2)3
XT2.
To deal with the converse, we make the following remark: If LEMEG
are connected
compact Lie groups, and if G/M and M/L admit invariant
almost complex structures,
so does G/L. Using the construction
of maximal
subgroups
of maximal rank of the simple groups given by Borel and de
Siebenthal [3], we see in each case that there are groups LEMEG,
with G
simple, Z maximal in M and M maximal in G, such that M/L admits an
invariant almost complex structure, and G and Z have the desired structure.

For all but the case ® = £8, ?=^iX^2X^6,

3Ic=^iX7i7,

G/M and hence

also G/L has an invariant
almost complex structure.
Dealing with this case
then in more detail, we see from [3, p. 221 ] that if G is the adjoint group of
7i8, M has center Z2. In the adjoint group of AiXEu there exists a maximal
subgroup if of structure ^iX^42X^5
and with center Z3. Let Z be the inverse
image of Tf under the covering map M—*M M. L has center Z:,XZ<, and hence
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there exists a gEcenter L having order 3 which does not lie in center AT. It
is easily verified that L is the connected component of the centralizer of g in
G, and so again G/L admits an invariant almost complex structure by Lemma

3.2.
6.
group
metric
theory

We now turn as promised to the question of whether the linear isotropy
of the quotients of the compact simple groups by maximal nonsymsubgroups of maximal rank is irreducible. First, we must go into the
of the roots of complex semi-simple Lie algebras. For convenience, we

follow the terminology in [10].
Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group, T a maximal toral subgroup. CX is a Cartan subalgebra of C®. Let A be the set of roots of C® with
respect to CX, a set of linear forms on CX. Let RA be the real vector space of
linear combinations
of the roots with real coefficients. Let ra be the real
dimension of X, called the rank of ® and C®. A set a\, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a„ of roots is
called a simple root system if any root is a linear combination with intregral
coefficients all of the same sign of the d, • • • , a„. The existence of at least
one simple root system is well known. A Weyl basis for C® is a collection of
nonzero elements of CG, ea and ha, indexed by the roots a, such that (1)

KECX, (2) [ha, eb] = (a, b)eb for all a, bEA, where ( , ) is the quadratic form
induced on RA by the Killing form of C® (known to be positive definite and
to take rational values on A XA) and (3) if a, b and a+bEA,
and [ea, ei,]
= Na,beb, then Na,b = N-a,-b. It is known that
basis such that ® is spanned
by the elements

there exists at least one Weyl
ea+e-a, i(ea—e-t)
and iha for
aEA. (cf. [10, Exp. II, p. 9]). If ax, ■ • ■ , a„ is a simple root system for C®,
and aEA, set mt(a) equal to the ith component of a, i.e. a= Juk,
m,(a)aj.

If a and bEA, then
6.1

—2(a,b)/(a,a)

= ca,b=—p+q,

where p (resp. q) is the largest integer such that b—pa (resp. b-\-qb) is a root.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose

ax, • • • ,an is a simple root system of C®, and suppose

that b is a root with mx(b) <0 and {a,, 6)^0 for *>1. Then, m,(b) <0 for *>1.
Note that a minimal

negative root satisfies this condition.

Proof. We can suppose that mt(b) <0 for i^k

with Kk<n.

For

(a,-, a,) = 0 for i>k,j^k,

i>k,

0^(b,

contradicting

a<)= YiHa*
that

and that rax,(6) =0 for i>k,

\mi(°) (ai< «<)^0,

hence

C® is simple.

Theorem
6.1. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group, L be a maximal subgroup which is the connected component of the centralizer in G of an element of order 3. Then, the isotropy group of G/L is irreducible.

Proof. From [3] we know that C2 can be constructed in the following way;
there is a simple root system ai, • • • , a„ of C® and a root a0 minimal with
respect to the lexicographic ordering of A determined
by ait ■ • • , a„ such
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that, if B is the set of roots of C® which are the sum with integral coefficients
of ao, a2, • ■ ■ , an, then C2 is spanned by CX and ej,, for bEB. In addition,
wn(ffo) = —3. Let D be the set of all roots a such that aEB, i.e. all roots a

such that 0< | mj(a)| <3. Let ® = ?©9Jc be a reduction of 2 in ® i.e. Ad 8(99?)
CSJc. Clearly C2JIis spanned by all ea ior aED. Let 5TJci,o
be the subspace of
CSJc spanned by all ea with mi(a) = 1 or —2 and let STJco.ibe the subspace of
CM spanned by ea with mi(a) = —I or 2. It is clear that 2Xco,i= SJfi.o and that
Ad Z(90fci,o)C2)ti,o i.e. the subspaces determine an invariant almost complex
structure on G/L. This almost complex structure is easily seen to be identical
with that constructed
by means of Lemma 3.2. To prove the theorem then
we must prove that Ad C2 acting in 9JJi,o is irreducible.
Now, eaiEMi,o. Let 9c be the smallest subspace of 9)?i,o containing eai and
invariant by Ad C2. Suppose then that 'HI^SDti.o- 9i is spanned by root vectors.
Let D' he the set of all roots a such that ea£9?. Let D" be the set of roots a
such that e„E9}ci,o but a £7)'. Let ty he the subspace of 9Jci,o spanned by the

ea, aED". Then 2Wi.o= 9c©¥ and Ad C8(?)C$.
We assert first that D" contains no positive roots. For, otherwise let a
be a minimal positive root in D". It is clear that a is not a simple root. Then
a = a'+a",
with a' and a" positive roots. Then 1 =mi(a) =mi(a')+mi(a").
Let us say then that mi(a') —1 and mi(a") = 0. Then a" EB and a'ED'. Then
Na>,a"ea=

[ear, e0"]£9t

and Na-^-^O

since a'+a"

is a root,

contradiction.

D" is composed then wholly of negative roots. Let —a be a maximal negative root in D". First, —a + ao is not a root. mi(a) =2 and a —a< is not a root
for i>l and hence, setting <?,-=—2(a, a/)/(a,-, a,-) for l^i^n,

6.2.

tf,-^ 0 for 2 g i g «, and

6.3.

(a, Oo) = 0.

Now a= Ymsn

6.4.

m,(a)ai,

hence

qi = Y mi(a)c"i,aj — 2mi(a) for 1 5 t S ».

We assert that a+ai
is not a root. Otherwise,
Wi(a+ai) =3, hence
b= —a —aiEB
and —a = c>-|-ai, i.e. e_a£Ar, contradiction.
Then, gi = 0 or
— 1. We assert that qi= — 1. Otherwise, ai = l/3(a0— 2*>i mi(ao)ai), hence
0 = (a, ai)= ]Cf>i mi(ao)(ai, ax). But w,(a0) <0 and (a,-, ai)^0 for *>1, implying that (a^ ai)=0 for *>1, contradicting
that CG is simple.

To complete the proof of the theorem one must now go through the list
of the maximal subgroups which are centralizers of elements of order 3 and
verify in each case, of which there are seven in all, that the conditions we have
written down that the root a must satisfy are incompatible. This straightforward though long computation will be left out here.
Remark. It can be shown that the linear isotropy group of the quotient
of a simple compact group by a maximal semi-simple subgroup which is the
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centralizer of an element of order 5 is not irreducible.
spaces has only two members.
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However, this class of
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